Boronlectin/Polyelectrolyte Ensembles as Artificial Tongue: Design, Construction, and Application for Discriminative Sensing of Complex Glycoconjugates from Panax ginseng.
Ginsenoside is a large family of triterpenoid saponins from Panax ginseng, which possesses various important biological functions. Due to the very similar structures of these complex glycoconjugates, it is crucial to develop a powerful analytic method to identify ginsenosides qualitatively or quantitatively. We herein report an eight-channel fluorescent sensor array as artificial tongue to achieve the discriminative sensing of ginsenosides. The fluorescent cross-responsive array was constructed by four boronlectins bearing flexible boronic acid moieties (FBAs) with multiple reactive sites and two linear poly(phenylene-ethynylene) (PPEs). An "on-off-on" response pattern was afforded on the basis of superquenching of fluorescent indicator PPEs and an analyte-induced allosteric indicator displacement (AID) process. Most importantly, it was found that the canonical distribution of ginsenoside data points analyzed by linear discriminant analysis (LDA) was highly correlated with the inherent molecular structures of the analytes, and the absence of overlaps among the five point groups reflected the effectiveness of the sensor array in the discrimination process. Almost all of the unknown ginsenoside samples at different concentrations were correctly identified on the basis of the established mathematical model. Our current work provided a general and constructive method to improve the quality assessment and control of ginseng and its extracts, which are useful and helpful for further discriminating other complex glycoconjugate families.